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The phase image of MRJ has a much high diagnosis potential. Susceptibility or another properties

of tissue directly or indirectly affect on phase differences in the phase image. Therefore, it is possible
to enhance a tissue's physical properties via phase differences. These enhanced images are great of

use for discriminating the different tissues and further clinical applications.
In

this paper,

we report on new

imaging technique

"PhAse DifFRence Enhanced imaging

(PADRE)" as an application of using the phase information in which we use a phase difference
between tissues.

This new technique can enhance the phase difference on the magnitude image,

which corresponds to the local magnetic field difference caused by susceptibility difference, phys
ical dynamics and so on.

For comprehensive understanding of PADRE, a simple model is to be

examined.
The enhanced tissue makes a higher contrast between different tissues, which is going to support
the diagnosis of problems. We examine an improvement of contrast by using the PADRE thorough
a comparison between a CNR of experimental data and theory which we introduced.
Discussions and results of this paper determine the best imaging parameters. We can see won
derful appearance of small vessels in the brain by using these parameters.
Key HWs; MRI, Phase image, Enhancement of Phase difference, PRESTO. Susceptibility

I.

tissues.

INTRODUCTION

For instance, magnetism of tissues strongly af

fects on phase values.
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is one of the pow
erful tools in clinical site.

In these decades, many se

quences have been developed1' in order to make an ac

curate diagnosis which demands much information of tis
sues. Ti and T2 weighted imaging.?, for example, are very
famous sequences for making a discrimination of tissues
in the body.

Especially, wealth of sequences is applied

for diagnosis of many kinds of disorder in the brain.
To date, almost all sequences have been designed for
create magnitude image. Needless to say, magnitude im
age is a vital portion of the MRI-image and diagnosis
tool. The signal of magnitude image represents "magni

tude" of complex signals which show hydrogen spin den

sity in the body directly or indirectly2''3'. The hydrogen
spin density'' is very meaningful information of the body.
This is because hydrogen atoms are mainly contained in
the water molecule which is the principal abundance in

the human body4). Consequently, all tissues contain wa

ter molecule insomuch that the disorder like a tumor also

By extracting information such

the phase differences from phase values, we can some
times find certain serious problems in the human body.
Recently,

phase information has greatly attracted

attentions5'"7'.
Lots of studies are shown and we
can find excellent successes and progresses therein8^12'.
Techniques, treatments and developments using phase in

formation now become a central object of interest in the
world. Many researchers think that phase information is
to be a subsidiary but great tool to aid diagnosis.

In this paper, we propose a technique using phase
information and analyze images which are produced by
our technique.

This technique uses "phase difference'

of phase images and enhances them on corresponding
magnitude images, which is called PhAse DiffeRence En

hanced imaging (PADRE).
We are going to show the outline of theory of PADRE
in section II in which we also introduce a simple electro

magnetic model for comprehensive understanding what
is a key to produce phase difference in the human body.

contains it. Therefore, to catch signal from the disorder

In section III, detailed conditions for taking images and

tissues, the hydrogen atom is thought of as very impor
tant for diagnosis and also magnitude image is.

sults and discussions are presented in section TV and V,

The signal of image is made up of real and imaginary
numbers i.e.

complex numbers.

tools for analysis of PADRE-images are suggested.

Re

respectively. Conclusions are also shown in section V.

Similarly, complex im

age can be divided into magnitude image and other half
■'phase image". Signal of phase image represents phase of

II.

THEORY

complex signal which also plays an important role to con

struct magnitude image. Since the signal in a one pixel
is reconstructed by averaged signals in the pixel, signals
in the region of pixel which have random phases produce

First of all, we have to touch the outline of our PADRE
theory.

As is well known, the complex signals S{k) =

no signal intensity as a pixel value. This is also the case

\S(k)\e
' ' at general point k in the &-space are trans
formed into complex image signal p(x) = \p(x)\el<tl^ at

in A:-space, therefore, we need a uniform phase signals

a point x in the image space by the Fourier Transforma

to reconstruct magnitude image and also phase image.

tion, where B and &(x) is a phase at fc and x respectively.

Additionally, phase signal contains much information of

Note that, thorough this paper, scalar representation of
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coordinate like x. k means general coordinate (vector
representation) i.e. x contains x and y coordinates si

Eq.(2), however, we need to use the long TE to obtain

multaneously. We sometime show a individual points by

the phase wrapping problem when we want to use the

using subscript; Xi, etc.

information of phase difference.

Phase value is proportional to echo time (TE) and the
magnetic field B{x) (in this paper, we call the magnetic

the enough phase difference.

Hence, we always face on

Fortunately, the streaks induced by phase wrapping

flux density as the magnetic field), which can be repre

almost always have the large period compared with the
size of tissue structures. By applying the filter on k-

sented by — 7-0(:c)TE where 7 is the gyromagnetic ratio.

spate, we can remove the large periodic streaks in the

Therefore, if we use long TE, the phase has the large pos
itive or negative value and can not be shown in the phase

both of images of magnitude and phase. We adopt the
mathematical procedure of filtering in order to remove

image because of an upper and lower limits of pixel value.

the phase wrapping described as follows.

This limitations cause "phase wrapping' which shows the

27T symmetry of phase 0(a;)lo)il3J'I4J. Unfortunately, this
phase wrapping plays tricks on a PADRE-image as a re

The complex signal S{k) is filtered by low-pass filter
L(fc) in order to create the only low-frequency compo
nents contained image. A filtered signal S'(k) is

sult of phase difference enhancing.
In the last decade, many kinds of unwrapping method

S'(k) = L(k)S(k),

are suggested in order to remove the phase wrapping diffi
culties in the wide area of study. We can roughly classify
them into two kinds. First, unwrap the restricted phase

(3)

so that the filtered image p'{x) is to be

into all range,

where <fi(x) has the range — -k < <f>{x) < 7r (mod 2ir),
while <j>'{x) has an arbitrary range.

This unwrapping

This integration is nothing but convolution of IF\L] and
F[S\t where F\L\ and F\S\ is Fourier Transform of L(k)

method produces a true value of phase, so that some

and S(k), respectively. A complex division of image sig

times gives a different phase value even for tissues which

nal by p'(x) produces an high-pass filtered phase <j> (x)

are same kind but locate in different points in the image.

which contains only high frequency components, namely
tissue's phase difference information.

Such a large difference of phase for same kind tissues
which may or may not show as a different tissues on an

image is not always useful from the diagnostic point of

view. The second is rather useful. In this method, tt>'(x)
looks having the same range, that is —w < 4>'(x) < ft,

P \xl

(5)

but no 2w symmetry exists. The meaning of this restric

In general, tin's high-pass filtered phase and magnitude

tion is very important for clinical applications and can

image are created by averaging a data by neighbor data

be understood thorough the following discussion.

which are at x ± Ax, where Ax ~ I/Filter size. In that

Phase wrapping is frequently seen near boundary be

tween the air and tissue.

At such the boundary, large

magnetic field difference AB(x) is induced due to a large
difference of susceptibility between them.

As is men

tioned, therefore, long TE leads a large phase difference

A(f>(x) with large AB(x). This reads

shows a phase difference A0(x) wliich should correspond
to Eq.(2) and have no phase wrapping any more.
It is worth pointing out here that this equivalent highpass filtering technique dose not induce any artifacts re
lated to filtering because of complex division which just
affects on phase component.

A<f>(x0) = AB(x0)

sense, a value of high-pass filtered phase image simply

The phase differences are deeply related to a tissue

= B

differences connecting to its magnetic properties.

For

example, arterial and venous blood have the slightly dif
ferent magnetic properties each other. These properties

where Bi{xq,x\) and B-z{x$,X2) is the magnetic field

come from differences of the fractional oxygenation of

with susceptibility x\ ^^ Xa respectively at the bound
ary xq. In other words, large phase differences are in

red cell in the blood. Since oxyhemoglobin is a diamag-

duced by large susceptibility differences between differ

material, magnetic field difference arises around a deoxy-

ent tissues.

hemoglobin but less difference around an oxyhemoglobin

We can find an effect of susceptibility dif

netic material and deoxyhemoglobin is a paramagnetic

ference at a boundary between an air in the body and

because the human body averagely has a diamagnetic

surrounding tissue as an artifact. In a brain image, the
frontal sinus induces a large susceptibility difference at

property. Therefore, many spin decoherences (signal de

the boundary of brain.

One can find many "streaks'

in/around the arterial vessels and another tissues, which

because of phase wrapping in the phase image around

is well known as the blood oxygenation level dependent

frontal part of brain.

These streaks annoy us to cre

ate a clear image in the long TE. As is easily seen from

creases) are induced in/around the venous vessels than

(BOLD) effect1''15'"17' . This effect is one of the use
ful causes to create large phase difference on the phase
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image. Adopting BOLD effect in order to make clear tis

sue discriminations, it means that a susceptibility differ
ences are indirectly enhanced thorough the phase differ
ences.

Note that intravascular phase difference induced

by BOLD effect contains a flow effect18'. In this sense,
discrimination using phase difference is not exactly same

meaning of susceptibility weighted imaging (SW1)5'. In
this paper, we simply use the phase difference without
flow compensation or another technique to extract sus

ceptibility difference, i.e. PADRE is not same as SWI.

One of the important applications of PADRE with
BOLD effect is making strong contrasts between vessels
and tissues as a background, especially in the brain. Up

to here, we did not touch about the mathematical meth
ods to reflect the phase differences onto image.

Suppose that we have already had the phase differ
ence information A(p(x), and known the enhancing func
tion w(x, A(p) of a position x which is designed for mak
ing phase difference on magnitude image strongly. All
we have to do is to multiply the enhancing function on
the original magnitude image \p(x)\. An enhanced image

FIG. 1: Radius of cylinder is a. A point in external cylinder
x locates at r = \x\ from origin with angle 9.

|Pf(s)| reads
\p((x)\=w{x,A<t>(x))\p(x)\.

(6)

The PADRE-image is finally obtained by this enhanced

signal |pf(z)|.

In this image, signals of enhanced parts

are decreased by applying w, therefore it can happen

that a size of objective tissue becomes larger than the
true size which is caused by leakage of magnetism from
the objective tissue. One may see such an effect on the
vessels because of rather strong magnetism of hemoglobin
as is described.
To get comprehensive understanding of the role of

FIG. 2: The behavior of normalized magnetic field difference

A<f>(x). Both of positive and negative field difference can be
seen.

above enhancing function and leakage mechanism of mag
netism from vessels, a cylinder which has the infinite

length is very useful as a simple model of vessel1'-18''19'.
Let the cylinder have a radius a and susceptibility \ inside the cylinder. If direction of static magnetic field Bo

is perpendicular to the cylinder axis (z-axis) and is along
the x-axis, we have
: Internal,

AB(x) =

(7)
2r2

■cos20.Bo External,

where r is a distance from the center of cylinder to an
external point , 6 is an angle from the static magnetic

external cylinder, however, shows much complicated be

havior (Fig. 2). A positive phase difference is induced
in the direction of static magnetic field, while a nega
tive one is also induced in the direction perpendicular
to the static magnetic field on the same plane. This
result tells us that if we apply the enhancing function
to the both of signs, the area of cylinder in which sig
nals should be seen low intensity becomes larger than
the original one due to the enhancing function's depres
sion of signals. In Fig.3 which corresponds to Fig.2 we set
w(x,A<t>) = (1 - |A0|/7r), A<p < 0, i.e. linearly weighted
to the negative phase difference, while we put unity for

A<f> > 01''5'. Note that the sign of phase differences are

ity difference A^.
This model shows that if Ax > 0, by plugging Eq.(7)
into Eq.(2), the phase difference of internal cylinder is

changed by Eq.(2) in the same direction in Figs.2 and 3.
For the positive phase difference, we set w unity which
means no depression happens. As a result of this discus
sion on simple cylinder model of vessel, one may easily
understand the change of size of objective tissue in a
PADRE-image. This result also tells us that if we adopt
the negative phase difference for enhancing phase differ
ence, the size of vessel does not change in the direction
perpendicular to the So- These effect can be observed in

to be always negative. The induced phase difference of

Fig.4.

field and Ax is a susceptibility difference between in
ternal material and external material (Fig.l). For the
maximal simplicity, we assume that the susceptibility of
external cylinder is zero, so that susceptibility of the in
ternal cylinder is automatically equivalent to susceptibil
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III.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

3D-gradient echo images were acquired on the 3T sys

tem (Achieva 3.0, Philips, Netherlands) with PRESTO
sequence. Sequence parameters were as follows; TE = 52

ms, TR = 32 ms, FA = 10°, FOV = 230x230 mm2, slice
thickness = 2 mm (100 slices with spacing between slices
= lmm), acquisition matrix = 512x489 (reconstructed
in 512x512) and acquisition time was about 15 minutes.
The magnitude and phase data were obtained as DICOM

data, and PADRE-images are generated by program us
One healthy volunteer (46 years old,
male) images were taken with informed consent.
ing C language.

FIG. 3:

An enhancing function w(x, <j>(x)) is plotted.

This

function does not enhance the positive phase difference.

In Tj weighted imaging, the size of vessel sometimes
becomes larger than the original one. This phenomenon
resembles that of PADRE, but does not root on the
same reason.

The depression of signal in TJ imaging

is simple reflection of the T£ relaxation which is caused

by many reasons (interaction among the molecules and
atoms, partial phase transition of materials, changing the
magnetisms and so on). The leakage of magnetism and
strong magnetism are candidates generating T£ relax

ation.

The PADRE-image, of course, contains the TJ

relaxation effect due to the long TE, but does not always
have the same depressed area which depends on sort of

enhancing function in PADRE: In the cylinder model, Tj
imaging feels and shows the TJ nonuniformity in both of
directions, while enhancing direction in PADRE can be

chosen. In other words, phase difference mainly caused

FIG. 5: We measure magnitude image produced by PRESTO

by susceptibility difference induces T£ nonuniformity, but

sequence. We selected thalamus as background for the vessel

the reverse is not always the case.

(arrow).

Therefore, we can

conclude that there are not one to one correspondences
between PADRE and T£ imaging.

FIG. 4: Images of phantom study. The direction of the mag
netic field is represented by white arrow. In PRESTO-image

(a), signal around the tube is depressed both of directions
parallel to and perpendicular to the magnetic field Bo due to

the TJ relaxation.

In PADRE-image (b), signal of external

tube is depressed much more only along the direction parallel
to the magnetic field.

FIG. 6:

Phase image corresponding to Fig.5.

a streaks of phase wrapping.

large magnetic differences on the edge of head.
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One can see

These streaks are induced by
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Very small vessels can be seen on the magnitude im

tions.

age shown in Fig.5, and the wrapping streaks on the

\pt\=w(A<f>)\p\,

phase image are appeared due to the long TE (Fig.6),
ences.

We had selected a common Region Of Interest

number of pixel

(ROI) for magnitude and phase image which satisfies a
condition; parenchyma have a uniform signal i.e. dif
ference between a value of signal in ROI and averaged
tightly bounded one. Although, we need to use such the
ple.

number of pixel

1

\p\ =

value of signals is sufficiently small. This condition looks

condition for making the analysis of data clear and sim

(9]
number of pixel

which should be removed for creating the phase differ

number of pixel

From Eq.(A.3), we have theoretical CNR

We will touch the reason to use of this condition

CNR ~

soon.

(10)

-

The window size of high-pass filter were selected
32x32, 64x64, 128x128, 256x256 and Hamming filter
was used as filter function for the simplicity. In this pa

+ 1,

per, we call the filter size of low-pass filter in &-space

as the window size of high-pass filter,

The enhancing

function was chosen

where 4>\ and 4>i represents a phase difference in vessel
and mean value of phase difference of background, respec
tively. To drive Eq.(10), the signal and phase difference
of background is averaged over ROI and is assumed that

each values of signal \pr(xi, A<&)| in ROI does not differ

from averaged value \p(\ which means

for - 7T < A4>(x) < It,

\pi
<

where m is real positive number which we call multiply
ing number.

\p(xi)\-

As is easily seen, for m > 1, w does not

(11)

enhance the phase differences linearly. In this paper, we
had studied using integers m = 2,3,4,5,6 and 7 for also
the simplicity. Note that, in PADRE, we did not restrict
to m being positive integer. We can essentially use any
real number for m and also any kind of enhancing func
tion w.

£ ROI

with a help of Eq.{6) and Eq.(9). In order to satisfy the
above inequality, we need uniform background signal of
magnitude and phase.

Complex images generated by combining the mag

IV.

nitude with phase images are Fourier Transformed into
complex fc-space data.

PADRE-images are strongly affected by both of the

on the A-space data, PADRE-images and phase difference

window size and the multiplying number in the enhanc

images were obtained.
We had chosen a vessel to measure (arrow) and ROI
of the signal as the background in the thalamus because

of uniformity of signal.

RESULTS

By applying the high-pass filter

The number of pixel of ROI is

80 pixels20' and fixed thorough the study. Mean value is
used as a background signal on PADRE-image and phase
difference image. Standard Deviation (SD) on the image
was collected in the ROI. We assume that SD of signal

which is noise on the image has a same value denoted by
a on the both of vessel signal area and phase difference
signal area in the same image.

Contrast Noise Ratio (CNR) are derived from the col
lected data. Theoretical prediction of CNR of this study
is also calculated and plotted. Let |/Jn(a:i}| and \pn\ is
signal of vessel and background respectively.

Note that

the signal of background has only phase coordinate be

ing function. For example, in Fig.7, we can find the many

streaks (artifacts) in the image with small window size,
while streaks can be removed with large window size.

This is the very effect of high-pass filter. In Fig.8, con
trast of images look likes to increase as multiplying num

ber increases.
CNR of these images are plotted in Fig.9.

Curves

with m — 4,5 have a high CNR in window size > 100.
For m —2, 3, 6, and 7, CNR are lower compared with
magnitude image.
The theoretical curve is also plotted with experimental
data in Fig.10. We can see the theoretical curve (surface)
can fit the experimental curves, especially, very nice fit

ting can be seen for m =2 and 3. The theoretical curve is
simulated by Eq.(10) which does not contain the change
of the window size, so that it depends only on the mul

cause information of position of data is suppressed by

tiplying number. This is one of the reason why the the

averaging over ROI, and we sometimes do not explicitly

oretical curve looks linearly increase by change the mul

show the variables x and A0 in an expressions of func

tiplying number and does not fit along the window size.
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FIG. 7: PADRE-images with changing the window size; (a)

W = 32 (b) W = 64 (c) W = 128 (d) W = 256. Artifact are
reduced by increasing the window size.

V.

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 10 tells that theoretical CNR becomes higher
by increasing the window size and multiplying number.
However experimental results in Fig.9 shows higher CNR
in larger window size and maximum point at m = 5. This
is, at a glance, a contradiction in the prediction of theory.

Such a contradictory behavior of theoretical curve is to
be understood thorough a reconsideration of assumption
of uniformity of SD. When we calculate theoretical curve
in this paper, we had assumed that SD of every tissue has
same value a which is independent of on x and A0. But
this assumption is not always true in the experimental
results. As is seen in Fig.ll and 12, a slightly depends on
the window size and number of multiplying. Therefore,
we need take these dependences into account for analysis
of CNR.
We can explain the behavior of CNR by using the noise
and phase dependences against the multiplying number
and the window size. SD of background, from Fig.ll, is
gradually and linearly decreased with the window size

FIG. 8: PADRE-images with increasing multiplying number;

(a) m = 2 (b) m = 3 (c) m = 4 (d) m = 5 (e) m = 6 (f)
m = 7. The larger multiplying number becomes, it looks, the
better contrast becomes.

CNR shown in Fig.9 under above phase behavior?"- nat
urally arises. To resolve this question, we should check
that CNR increases as is in Fig.9 even at the extremum
point, otherwise, by strongest enhancement at the ex
tremum point, we would still have a suspicion that CNR
being to have "a maximal value" at the extremum point
of phase.
Let extremum point which we mentioned be Wo,
derivatives of the enhancing function become

value W for a fixed m, which can be represented by

dw(W)

-a(W-b) with positive constants a and 6 (W < b is rea

dW

sonably assumed in the used range shown in Fig.ll). It
can be assumed by Fig.ll that both of phase differences
have an extremum at or around W = 128 and behave

as a quadratical function.22' In such case, a question "can we realize the monotonically increasing behavior of

= 0,
w=wa

d2w(W)
dW2

(12)

The second inequality is come from the fact that w(Wo)
should has a extremal minimum value. We use a simple
notations like w{W) to apparently show a variable what
we are now concentrating (as is already commented, some
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FIG. 9: CNR curves. The solid red line "Magnitude" repre
sents CNR of vessel in original magnitude image. A combi
nations of multiplying numbers m = 4 or m = 5 and window
size of filter 128 or 256 are recommended to make a PADREimage.

FIG. 11:

Behavior of phase difference and SD in radian.

Lines of SD look being inclined to be decrease linearly or be
ing constant, while phase difference of background and vessel
behave a quadratical function of the window size.

100

200

300 0

(Pixels)

2
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6

8

10

Number of multiplying
3

FIG. 10: CNR curves derived from PADRE images vs. theo

retical surface (curve) which we derived using average vales of
phase of a vessel and a tissue. The theoretical curve is fitted
well, especially in lower m.

4

5

6

Multiplying Number m

FIG. 12:

Behavior of SD are plotted in multiplying num

ber. All of them have a form of linear function or quadratical
function of multiplying number.

of variables are omitted for simplicity). In this case, CNR
and its derivative with fixed m are approximately repre
sented

is PADRE signal of back ground and vessel respectively.
Prom Fig.ll, numerator of CNR and its derivative are

CNR(W) ~
dCNR(iy)

dW

^

~

Awi(W) - Bw2(W)

(13)

-a(W - b)

have Eq.(14) which means monotonically increasing of

Aw[(W) - Bw'2{W)

CNR.

-a(W - b)

+

Awi(W) — Bw2(W)

a(W - b)2

always positive because of significant order difference be

tween phase of back ground and vessel. Finally, we can

By plugging Eq.(12) into Eq.(14), we can also check

> 0.

(14)

behavior of CNR at Wo.

The prime in above equation represents partial derivative
with respect to W and Wi shows i-th tissue's enhancing

W=W0

function with magnitude image denoted by A and B. In

Awi(W) - Bw2{W)

this case, first and second term in numerator of CNR

a{W0 - b)2
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In the similar way, we can derive that second derivative
of CNR is positive at Wo,

d2
dW2

negative value24'. Therefore, enhancing function can de
crease an averaged signal value in PADRE-image, and as
the result, suddenly depression of CNR is arisen.

CNR(W)

(16)

> 0.
w=wa

Therefore, CNR increases monotonically in W, even for

the case when w being at an extremum point WV23'
For fixed W, phase differences are fixed and SD are
quadratically increasing in accordance with increasing of
m. As the result of these parameter's behaviors, CNR
should increase for a larger m because phase difference
becomes much faster than increasing of SD according to
Eq.(9). This had been already shown by theoretical cal
culation shown in Fig.10. As is already touched, theoret
ical curve can not predict experimental curves correctly.
From the theoretical point of view, we need modify the
derivation of Eq.(10) by taking a behavior of the window
size and the multiplying number into account. This is
somewhat difficult derivation because of complicated en
tanglements among many parameters. We would like to
set them further study.
In this discussion, we try to approach to this prob
lem from rather easy way.

One can plot the curves of

contrast vs. number of multiplying Fig.13. According to

3

4

5

6

FIG. 14:

Minim Intensity Projection image of PRESTO-

image on which 8 slices of PRESTO-images are projected.

We can see the many small vessels in this image. This is due
to long TE.

7

Multiplying Number m

FIG.

13:

Theoretically, contrasts with fixed window size

should monotonically increase.

But we can see the jump

around m =5 to 6.

FIG. 15: Miniped image of PADRE-images projected over 8

the theoretical calculation, contrast should become larger

slices with m = 5, W = 128.

with increasing the multiplying number, on the contrary

and background is clearly high and even small vessels are

experimental contrasts do not increase.

appeared.

We can see the

The contrast between vessels

dramatic decreasing of contrast between m = 5 and 6.
We have to refer an advantages of PRESTO-sequence

We consider this decreasing is caused by unexpected sig
nal increasing of surrounding background by enhancing

in PADRE. PRESTO originally has high enough vessel-

the positive and negative phase differences which are con

tissue contrast as is seen in Fig.9. This is due to the long

tained in background. The blood in vessel, especially in

TE, and therefore strong Tj dephasing happens. Thanks

vein, almost always has somewhat large negative phase

to the long TE produced by PRESTO, we can see the

difference compared with that of background which fluc
tuates about mean value 0 with a, so that phase differ
ence of background "always" has the both of positive and

large phase differences in PADRE. This affects on even
smaller vessels in the image and make the contrast be
tween surrounding tissues and smaller vessels. It can be
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seen in the PADRE-images that such smaller vessels are

something awkward. Propagation of uncertainly tells

appeared in minimum intensity projection (mlP, minip)

2

images of PADRE-images. We can compare mlP image
of PRESTO-image Fig. 14 with mlP image of PADRE-

/

between vessel and parenchyma clearly becomes much
better than that in PRESTO-image. One of the another

point of view.

\ 2"

i=l,2

image Fig.15. By comparison, contrast in PADRE-iinagc

advantages of using PRESTO is reducing the acquiring
time. This advantage is also very useful from the clinical

o

w[xi, Acpi).

(A.3)

1 = 1.2

In last equality, we used dA<j>i = a/\p(Xi)\.

In this paper, we had investigated on new technique
named PADRE in which we use phase information in
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